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ABSTRACT 

Context. Software evaluation is a research hotspot of both academia and industry. Users as the ultimate 

beneficiary of software products, their evaluation becomes more and more importance. In real word, the 

users’ evaluation outcomes as the reference for end-users selecting products, and for project managers 

comparing their product with competitive products. Mobile application is a special software, which is 

facing the same situation. It is necessary to find and test an evaluation method for mobile application 

which based on users’ feedback, and give more reference for different stakeholders.    

Objectives. The aim of this thesis is to apply and evaluate AF in mobile application features rating. 

There are three kinds of people and three processes are involved in a rating method applying process, 

rating designers in rating design process, rating providers in the rating process, and end-users in selecting 

process. Each process has the corresponding research objectives and research questions to test the 

applicability of AF method, and the satisfaction of using AF and using AF rating outcomes. 

Methods. The research method of this thesis is a mix method. The thesis combined experiment, 

questionnaire, and interview to achieve the research aim. The experiment is using for constructing a 

rating environment to simulate mobile application evaluation in the real world, and test the applicability 

of AF method. Questionnaire as a supporting method utilizing for collecting the ratings from rating 

providers. And interviews are used for getting the satisfaction feedback of rating providers and end-users. 

Results. In this thesis, all AF use conditions are met, and AF evaluation system can be built in mobile 

application features rating. Comparing with existing method rating outcomes, the rating outcomes of AF 

are correct and complete. Although, the good feelings of end-users using AF rating outcomes to selecting 

product, due to the complex rating process and heavy time cost, the satisfaction of rating providers is 

negative.  

Conclusions. AF can be used in mobile application features rating. Although there are many obvious 

advantages likes more scientific features weight, and more rating outcomes for different stakeholders, 

there are also shortages to improve such as complex rating process, heavy time cost, and bad information 

presentation. There is no evidence AF can reply the existing rating method in apps stores. However, there 

is still research value of AF in future work. 

 

Keywords: software quality evaluation, mobile application  

Features rating, AHP and FCEM, user feedback. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Software quality evaluation is the research area in software engineering. This thesis is a 

research in evaluation method of mobile application. I want to explore applying AF in mobile 

application quality evaluation, which based on the users’ feedback rate the features of the 

mobile application. The following sections will show the research background, problem 

formulation, gap between with related work, contributions, and structure of this thesis. 

1.1 Research background  
Smartphone is increasingly deepened in all aspects of our lives by a wide variety of mobile 

applications running in the mobile terminal for specific functions. Smartphone users download 

apps, and evaluate them in app stores such as Apple store or Google play. This thesis focuses 

on studying a rating method of mobile application by users.  

App stores are the main channel where consumers find apps. A survey shows that “53% 

of Android users and 47% of IOS users found their last app which downloaded through app 

store search” (MobileDevHQ Survey, 2014). However, it is hard to select a mobile application 

when you search it in the Apple store or Google play. Since there is only an overall grade for 

each app (named star rating in the Apple store) from other users as a reference to help you make 

the decision. Another difficulty that the end-users may confront, during the selection process, 

is the enormous number of the search result. There are more and more similar applications 

presented to the application stores. For example, if you want to download a book app, there are 

over 1000 apps that will be recommended by the Apple store [1]. There is evidence that features 

rating can refine the evaluation of a product from the features rating viewpoint and give more 

reference value for users choose products [2]. 

So, the rating method of this thesis mentioned is using in mobile application features rating 

by users. After pre-study, AF (combined AHP and FCEM) is the selected one. 

1.2 Problem formulation 
In the real word, there is an overall grade and several textual reviews in the apps store 

(google play or apple store) to help end-users select a mobile application. Facing too many 

similar product, it is difficult to make the decision [2]. To solve this problem, the pre-study tries 

to find a solution. Some researches point out that features rating can provide more reference 

value to end-users choose a product. And there is direct evidence that features rating is useful 

in hotel and camera selection. 

Thus, the task is changed to find a rating method, which can rate the features of mobile 
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application. After per-study, the AHP combining FCEM (AF) was found, which can evaluate 

mobile application features and feed numerical score by analyzing the affecting elements 

(features), calculate features’ weight and features’ grade, and overall grade. 

 
Figure 1.2.1 time-line of rating method 

 

For a rating method, there is a timeline of it and its outcomes. As shown in figure 1.2.1, 

the rating designers are the developers who apply rating method to build an evaluation system 

for the rating providers rating the product. They care whether the use conditions are met, the 

evaluation system is built, and the rating outcomes are correct and complete. The rating 

providers are a part of users who are using the tested mobile application and want to give their 

use feedback to the product. They use the evaluation system to rate the mobile application and 

feed numerical grades as rating outcomes. The end-users are the users of rating outcomes. They 

use the rating outcomes as a reference to select a mobile application from many similar products. 

Both of them concern whether the evaluation system and rating outcomes are good for use. 

Thus, the evaluation of a rating method should include and separate those three kinds of people, 

three processes, and their consideration. 

1.3 Gap  
For software evaluation and AF application, it is the first time applying AF in the mobile 

application features rating. In industrial production, the apps stores using star rating as the 

existing method for users evaluating apps. That is just mentioning the overall use feeling and 

only obtained an overall grade as the reference for end-users selecting products. In academic 

research, AF has been used in software quality evaluation based on ISO standards. And using 

researchers as the rating providers. It is focusing on evaluating the software from the angle of 

industrial standardization. However, this thesis applies AF to evaluate mobile application 

features based on users’ feedback. That is the evaluation paying attention to the satisfaction of 

users, deeply evaluate features using, and try to give more rating outcomes for different 

stakeholders. 
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1.4 Contribution 
This thesis has two main contributions. For academic research, it discovers and tests a new 

application angle of AF in software evaluation, which is applied as a new method for mobile 

application rating. Researchers can use the result and conclusion as a basic study for research 

in related research fields such as the features rating, AF application, software evaluation, and 

user feedback analysis. For industrial production, it applies and evaluates a new mobile 

application rating method which can provide more reference value for different stakeholders.  

1.5 Acronym 
 
Table 1.5.1. The Acronym Table 

ID Acronym Full Name 

1 App mobile application 

2 AHP analytic hierarchy process 

3 FCEM fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method 

4 AF AHP combine FCEM 

5 IM instant messaging 

1.6 Thesis structure 
The thesis is presented as follows. Section 2 describes background knowledge and related 

work such as the existing rating method, features’ rating, and AF. Section 3 explains the 

methodology, including aim and objectives, research method selection and research method 

application. Section 4 is the section of result and analysis. After that, section 5 describes the 

discussion and future work suggestion. And the last section 6 gives the conclusion and of this 

thesis.   
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2. RELATED WORK  
This section will explain some important concepts in the thesis, including existing method, 

features rating, rating methods, AHP and FCEM. And the research status in features rating and 

AF application in software engineering.  

2.1 Existing method 
The existing application stores use star rating and textual reviews of end-users to assist 

users to make a download decision [1]. Star rating is the quantitative evaluation method, which 

is widely used in the application store. It is generated by users to rate their experience after 

using the app with a scale of 1 up to 5 stars [3]. The current way to calculate the star-ratings (or 

overall ratings) is a cumulative average that is calculated by aggregating all users’ ratings and 

averaging [3].  

Such star ratings have a high correlation with users’ experience and have been shown that 

it can influence users’ decisions in downloading an app [3]. “Better ratings lead to better search 

ranking and in turn to the higher number of downloads (a survey by Chirag).” It means not only 

users pay attention to the ratings, but also project managers attach importance to it. So, a good 

rating system is utilized in Mobile App Stores is necessary. Another survey reveals that most 

users wrote the star-rating because of some specific features. What is more, it has been proved 

that generic overall rating is hard to assist users in making a download decision [2].  

The existing application stores also provide textual reviews to end-users selecting a 

product, which is a qualitative rating method. The current use way of these text reviews is 

reading it one by one. There are some related works focus on the sentiment analysis of textual 

reviews and extraction and identification the textual reviews. But this thesis only focuses on 

the quantitative rating method. 

2.2 Features rating 
Features rating is an evaluation method which can consider the features measurement. All 

features of a product will be list and rate in this method. A user is more interested in some 

particular features of a product rather than only rely on an overall rating [2]. And also, the 

relative importance of each feature in comparison with the other features is different. It means 

the weight of each feature should be different. The weight of each feature can represent the 

relative importance of various features in individual user’s perspective. On the contrary, feature 

ratings can provide users with an accurate and comprehensive understanding of a product’s 

performance on each feature [2]. And there is evidence to proof the features rating is useful to 
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help end-users selecting produce [2]. 

As an example, such feature ratings have been introduced for comparing two camera 

products based on overall rating and feature ratings [4] Although the overall ratings of two 

products are close, the differences between feature ratings are obvious. This kind of feature 

ratings has been used in many products such as hotel, laptop, and phone in some product 

platforms [4]. Most online retailers collect overall ratings (e.g. five stars) of products from their 

customers, reflecting the overall assessment of the products. However, it is more useful to 

present ratings of product features to help customers make effective purchase decisions [2].  

In the reference [2], the author shows the advantages of features rating. It is encouraged 

that users post overall ratings and textual reviews in E-commerce platform. Those ratings are 

usually using for recommending highly rated products for the end-users in product selecting. 

But the overall grade tends to be generic, and a user may be more interested in some particular 

features. Feature ratings can provide end-users with a more accurate and comprehensive 

understanding of a product’s performance on each feature. For example, facing two products 

with close overall grade, but the differences between many of their feature ratings are 

remarkable. That can help end-users compare and select a suitable product. These detailed 

feature ratings can be used by a personalized recommender system to provide feature-specific 

recommendations [2].   

Although features rating has advantages for product selecting, most E-commerce 

platforms do not provide this kind of information, just because it might cost users too much 

time and effort to rate. TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com) as a platform provides features 

rating for their end-users, but a large portion (approximately 43%) of users do not provide 

feature ratings [2].  

There are some related papers study the method using the existing users feedback to obtain 

features rating. In reference [2], the authors provide a method which to accurately estimate 

feature ratings of products, taking advantage of specialized reviews extracted by a review 

selection method that is based on the information distance theory. It is based on the overall 

grade and textual review, and better than TF*IDF method, but requires much less manual work 

from experts. They don’t change the rating method, provides a processing method for the 

existing rating outcomes.  

Some others application of features rating is in some E-commerce platforms, like Crip 

(www.ctrip.com) and Booking (www.booking.com) they provide features list, ask their 

customers rate them, and calculate the features grade for the end-users selecting a product.  
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2.3 Rating methods 
In the pre-study, there are many evaluation methods were found which can feed an overall 

grade or rating features. Based on the theory of each method, it can be divided into five 

categories. There are The grading by experts; the operations research and other mathematical 

methods including analytic hierarchy process (AHP), fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method 

(FCEM), and data envelopment analysis; the approach based on statistical and economical 

such as TOPSIS evaluation, primary and secondary analysis, and cost benefit method; the new 

type evaluation method including evaluation method of artificial neural network and grey 

comprehensive evaluation method; and the mixing method [5].  

Comparing every method in application scope, use conditions, and research status, the 

investigating reveals that combination of AHP and FCEM may better address the requirement 

which was discussed above.  

The main reason is AF meets all requirements of the problem. As I have described in 

section 1.2. The method need be used in features rating in mobile application and fed back 

numerical score. Features rating need based on the analysis of influence factors, in this thesis, 

it is the features of mobile applications. AHP can analyze the structure of features and calculate 

the weight of them. The features grade and overall grade as the AF rating outcome for the 

different stakeholders. What is more, rating a mobile application is a kind of decision issue of 

software quality evaluation, which metrics the software to answer whether it is a good enough 

or need, and reflected in value. FCEM is a method translates qualitative problems into 

quantitative problems and give an overall grade to show the product performance. So AHP 

combines with FCEM can solving the problem. 

2.4 AF application in software engineering 
There are some related pieces of literature which have applied AF in software quality 

evaluation based on the ISO as the evaluation index. The evaluated object is the desktop 

software, and the researchers are the scoring provider.  

A literature review of reference [6], [7], [8] and [9] shows how to evaluate software quality 

based on the software quality standard ISO 9126. Based on those related works, the applying 

processing of AF in evaluation is clear. Its application follows three main steps: building an 

evaluation system based on the evaluation standards, collecting evaluation data, and calculating 

the rating result. Those papers show that the method can be used in software quality evaluation. 

But the different evaluation index (affecting elements, features) and different rating 
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providers may lead different use performance.  

As shown above, the gap between this thesis and related studies has been reflected in two 

aspects. It is the first time that AF as a rating method applying in mobile application features 

rating. What is more, it is the first time that is using the features as the affecting elements, and 

the using the product users as the rating providers in AF applying.   

2.5 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a simple, flexible and practical multi-criteria 

decision-making method for organizing and analyzing complex decisions, based on 

mathematics and psychology. It is useful for features rating by structured influence elements 

and calculates weight each of them [5]. AHP is utilized to build evaluation system by analyzing 

the influence factors, their hierarchical relationships, and calculating the weight of them. The 

processing of this method is divided into three main steps, layering the problem, formation 

judgment matrix, and calculating the weight of influence factors [10]. This thesis is following 

the process to apply the AHP in mobile application rating, which is using for building AF 

evaluation system by analyzing features of tested mobile apps and calculating the features 

weight. 

Step 1: layering the problem 

Understanding the measured target and abstracting out the evaluation indexes is the first 

step in AHP. According to the nature of the target (tested mobile application) and the achieved 

goal (features rating), the target is decomposed into different components (features). Then 

based on the relationship between the factors in the same level and different levels, a multi-

level structure model of analysis (structure of IM) is formed. And, the system analysis is 

reduced to a ranking problem which is the determination of the relative importance weight from 

the lowest level to the highest level or the relative ranking of the relative. 

After determining and hierarchical those evaluation factors, expressing those indexes by 

symbols (evaluation elements) is the following process. Based on analyzing the relationship 

between each element (feature), it can be obtained that the hierarchical structure of evaluation 

elements. That is the hierarchy of the factors set [10]. 

The elements in the first level are marked as U. The second level elements are marked as 

Ui (i=1, 2, 3, 4). And the elements in the third level marked as Uij (j=1, 2, 3). The fourth level 

elements are marked as Uijm (m=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 
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Step 2: formation judgment matrix 

Collecting the features importance value as the input data and establishing judgment 

(pairwise comparisons) matrix is the second step. This step is using for calculating the weight 

of each evaluation elements based on the hierarchy of the factors set. The required data is a 

fraction number that comparing each two evaluation elements in the same level by the general 

evaluation scale interpretation as shown in Table 2.4.1. Then find the mode of each compared 

value and establishing judgment (pairwise comparisons) matrix as shown in figure 2.4.1. 
 
Table 2.4.1. General evaluation scale interpretation 

Judgment Scale Definition 

1 A and B are equally important 

3 A is slightly more important than B 

5 A is more important than B 

7 A is much more important than B 

9 A is definitely more important than B 

2、4、6、8 Interposed between the two adjacent Judgment scales 

Reciprocal Assuming the important of A to B is λ, and the important of B to A is 1 / λ 

 

 

Figure 2.4.1. The matrix of establishing judgment (pairwise comparisons) 
*𝑀 𝑀𝑛𝑚𝑥 is the importance value of an evaluation index compare with others. Each judgment (pairwise 
comparisons) matrix can be directly derived from the circled part in the above table. 

 

Step 3: calculating the weight 

At finally, step 3 is calculating the relative importance weights by calculating the 

eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the judgment (pairwise comparisons) matrix by 

MATLAB. Then using the λ from the result to test the consistency by the formula � and�.  

CI=（λ-N）/ (N-1) ---� 

CR=CI/RI ---------------� 

Table 2.4.2. Random Index (from Macharis et al., 2004). 
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 
*N is the number of elements in the judgment (pairwise comparisons) matrix. If CR<0.1, then the matrix 
conformance testing and the weight is available. After calculated separately, the weight of U and test the 
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consistency have calculated in the same way. RI is the average random consistency index to judgment 
matrix. It depends on the value of N different.  λ is the largest eigenvalue of judgment (pairwise 
comparisons) matrix. CI and CR is the intermediate calculations [10]. 

AHP has obvious advantages and disadvantages in the related researches. It can 

comprehensive and systematic analyze the influencing factors of a goal. And in the process of 

calculating weights, it can reduce the negative impact of subjectivity to make the result more 

rigorous. But the input data collection and calculation process are complex. 

2.6 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation method (FCEM) 
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method (FCEM) is an assessment method based on the 

fuzzy mathematical theory. According to the mathematical theory of fuzzy membership, the 

method transfers the problem from qualitative evaluation to quantitative evaluation thus making 

an evaluation for objects with many factors. In another word, it can judge whether something 

is good or not. Therefore, it can be adapted for rating products. The output is an overall grade 

clear, systematized, and relatively objective [6].   

Based on the result of AHP, the weight of each feature, FCEM is utilized for calculating 

the overall grade of each tested application by scoring each sub-indicator, adding them one by 

one, and obtaining the total score [11]. The specific implementation follows. 

Setp1: Establish the evaluation set  

This set is the evaluation value of features rating. There is five value marked as Vn (n=1, 

2, 3, 4, 5). They respectively represent excellent, good, general, satisfactory and sufficient.   
 
Table 2.5.1. The rating value of features rating  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

According to the evaluation set, the matrix E has established: 

 

 

 

V5 Excellent 5 

V4 Good 4 

V3 General 3 

V2 Satisfactory 2 

V1 Sufficient 1 
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Step2: Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix  

The matrix of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation: B𝑛 = 𝑊𝑛 × A𝑛.  
* 	𝑊𝑛 is the weight of each feature. And A𝑛 is the value of each evaluation index evaluated by 
questionnaire. ALL users have their rating of subjects, and the average of them is the final input data for 
the model. 

 
*Matrix elements are the value of each evaluation index evaluated by respondents. 

 

Using MATLAB to calculate the matrix multiplication, I can get the solution as 

respectively and individually calculated all sub-indicators, then derived the fuzzy 

comprehensive evaluation matrix of the target level, and made it do the matrix multiplication 

with the indicators matrix to calculate the final evaluation of subjects. The final overall grade:  

OVERALL GRADE=B x E. 

FCEM through the precise digital method to deal with the fuzzy evaluation. FCEM can 

make a more scientific, concerted, close to the actual quantitative analysis of the hidden 

information. But the calculating process is complex. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, I will show the aim and objectives in this thesis, and the research method 

including the research method selection and application. Section 3.2 will descript why I choose 

those methods, and following sections will show how I apply them in this thesis. 

3.1 Aim and objectives 
This thesis aims to apply and evaluate AF in mobile application features rating. As shown 

in above, using a rating method involves three processes and three kinds of people. So, to 

evaluate the rating method, it should include all of them. 

Based on the description of rating method timeline in section 1.2, the objectives of this 

thesis are separated into three perspectives. For the perspective of the design rating and rating 

designers, this thesis focuses on whether AF has applicability in mobile application features 

rating, including whether the use conditions can be met, the AF evaluation can be built, and 

rating outcomes are correct and complete. For the perspective of the rating process and rating 

providers, this thesis tries to test the satisfaction of rating process. For the perspective of the 

selecting process and end-users, this thesis pays attention to test the satisfaction of using the 

rating outcomes. Based on above, there are three objectives: 

- From the perspective of rating designers in the rating design process, applying AF in 

mobile application features rating, and evaluating the applicability of AF, including use 

conditions of building AF evaluation system, correctness, and completeness of rating outcomes. 

- From the perspective of rating providers in the rating process, evaluating the satisfaction 

of AF rating process. 

- From the perspective of end-users in the selecting process, evaluating the satisfaction of 

using AF rating outcomes. 

3.2 Research Questions 
To achieve the aim, the research questions are corresponding the objectives.  

RQ1: What is the applicability of AF for rating features in the mobile application? 

This research question is using for testing the applicability of AF. From the 

perspective of the rating designer in the rating design process, there are two questions will 

be mentioned in a new rating method apply which are whether can it use in this area, and 

whether it gets the correct and complete result. The following two sub-research questions 

are corresponding those questions.  

RQ1-1: Can AF be applied for rating features? 
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In the AF apply process, both AHP and FCEM have use conditions. This sub-

research question aims to test, in mobile apps features rating, whether all conditions 

of AF can be met, and AF evaluation system can be built.  

RQ1-2: Is AF rating outcomes correct and complete? 

This sub-research question wants to test whether the AF rating outcomes are 

correct and complete, by competing with the rating outcomes of the existing method. 

In other words, whether rating providers use AF can realize their rating goal which is 

correct and complete evaluating the tested apps. 

RQ2: How do rating providers evaluate AF comparing with the existing rating method? 

This research question focuses on evaluating rating providers’ satisfaction of using 

AF in rating process.  

RQ3: How do end-users evaluate AF comparing with the existing rating method? 

End-users are the user of rating outcomes to select products. This research question 

tries to evaluate the satisfaction of using AF rating outcomes by the end-users.  

3.3 Research Method Selection  
The motivation for the choice is given by the description of use including strengths, 

weakness, limitations, and direct comparison with the other method [12]. According to the 

research aim and objectives, the experiment is used to construct and simulate an environment 

to apply AF and star rating to test and answer RQ1-1. The questionnaire is used to collect input 

data including features importance value for building AF evaluation system, and feature ratings 

for calculating the rating outcomes which as a supporting for analyzing and answering RQ1-2. 

The interview is utilized for obtaining the user satisfaction feedback, including rating providers 

and end-users, for analyzing and answering the RQ2 and RQ3. 

There is three commonly used research method using in software engineering context, 

case study, experiment, and survey. [12]. ‘Case study is an empirical inquiry that draws on 

multiple sources of evidence to investigate one instance (or a small number of instances) of a 

contemporary software engineering phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when 

the boundary between phenomenon and context cannot be clearly specified. [12]’. ‘Experiment 

(or controlled experiment) in software engineering is an empirical inquiry that manipulates one 

factor or variable of the studied setting. Based on randomization, different treatments are 

applied to or by different subjects, while keeping other variables constant, and measuring the 

effects on outcome variables. [12]’. In the human-oriented experiment, humans apply different 
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treatments to objects [12]. ‘Survey is a system for collecting information from or about people 

to describe, compare or explain their knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. [13]’. The basic 

means are interview or questionnaire [14]. The processing of them is taking a sample to study 

which can represent the population, next using the study result to analyze and obtain the 

descriptive and explanatory conclusions, then generalizing the conclusion to the population 

from which the simple was taken [12].  

Experiment VS. Case study 

The case study is a method that may find the key factors which might have any effect on 

the outcome and then documented the activity [15]. In other words, a case study is a technique 

for looking for the influence factors. However, the key element in this thesis is clearly identified, 

the rating method of mobile application. The aim of this thesis is testing and comparing the 

evaluation methods instead of analyzing effective factors. 

A case study is an observational method that means it is done by observation of an on-

going project or activity [12]. The AF method cannot be run in the real world in this thesis. 

There are too many influencing factors that cannot be controlled. In this thesis, only simulated 

an environment similar to the reality lab with controlling many factors can obtain the result 

only about rating method influencing. The experiment is a formal, rigorous and controlled 

investigation. In an experiment, the key factors are identified and manipulated, while other 

factors in the context are kept unchanged [12]. 

The separation between case studies and experiment can be represented by the level of 

control of the context [16]. In an experiment, different situations are deliberately enforced, and 

the objective is usually to distinguish between two cases [12], for instance, a new method and 

existing method. In a case study, the context is governed by the actual project under study. So, 

the experiment in this thesis is using for constructing a rating environment to apply AF in 

mobile application features rating, and answering RQ1.  

Questionnaire and Interview  

Surveys are conducted when the use of a technique or tool already has taken place [12-

133] or before it is introduced. It could be seen as a snapshot of the situation to capture the 

current status [12]. The two most common means for data collection are questionnaires and 

interviews [12-58].  

In this thesis, the questionnaire is used for collecting features importance for setting up 

AF evaluation system, and rating data of AF and existing method for calculating the rating 

outcomes. Based on comparing the outcomes, the RQ1-2 will be answered. The Interview is 
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using for collecting the feedback of using rating method and using rating outcomes to analyze 

and answer RQ2, and RQ3. 

The questionnaire is a descriptive survey, which can be used to assertions about some 

population. It could be determining the distribution of certain characteristics or attributes, and 

not about why the observed distribution exists, but instead what that distribution is [12]. The 

questionnaire in this thesis just is using for collecting the rating data of tested mobile 

applications and features importance from the experimental participants, and doesn’t mention 

the reasons why they give the grade to the apps. The interview is an explanatory survey, which 

aims at making explanatory claims about the population [12]. Through the interview, this thesis 

will obtain the user feedback of using AF and using AF outcomes to analyze and explain the 

satisfaction of AF.  

This thesis applies two research methods in two steps to support answering the RQs. As 

shown in the following figure 3.3.1, the selected research methods are using for different aim 

in different steps. 

Figure 3.3.1. Research method application  

This thesis aims to apply and evaluate AF in mobile application features rating. The 

research methods are using for achieving it. Step 1 is using for applying AF in mobile 

application features rating. In this step, experiment simulate an environment of real world 

which is rating designers using AF to set up an evaluating system for mobile apps, then rating 
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providers using this system to rate apps and obtaining rating outcomes.  

The participants are rating designers and rating providers. In this thesis, the rating designer 

is the author who tries to apply AF in mobile application rating by building an evaluation system 

to the rating providers to evaluate the tested apps. And the rating providers are real users of 

tested apps.  

The goals of this step are trying to meet all the use conditions of AF to make it can be used 

in this area to answer RQ1-1, and running AF evaluation system in mobile application features 

rating, then comparing the rating outcomes of AF and existing method to answer RQ1-2. In the 

real world, rating mobile apps is a function in apps stores. In this experiment, questionnaire as 

a carrier and platform to collect the rating data of each rating method for calculating the rating 

outcomes. The features importance value for setting up is also obtaining from the questionnaire. 

If AF evaluation system is set up, the experiment is conducted smoothly, and the obtained 

rating outcomes are correct and complete. That means AF can be used in mobile application 

features rating, and synthesizing all results of step 1 can answer RQ1. 

Step 2 utilizes interview to collect satisfaction feedback of rating providers for using the 

AF evaluation system in mobile apps rating to answer RQ2, and end-users for using AF rating 

outcomes in mobile apps selecting to answer RQ3. As can be seen in the figure 3.2.1, there two 

set interviews with different participants, goal and outcomes. For the interview 1, the 

participants are the same as the experiment and questionnaire. It is using for obtaining the use 

feeling of using AF to rate apps and answering RQ2. And for the interview 2, end-users use 

feeling of using the outcomes of AF will be collected and help to answer RQ3.  

3.4 Experiment 
The experiment is the foundation of any scientific and engineering research. And like other 

science and engineering disciplines, software engineering requires the cycle of modeling, 

experiments and learning [12]. As shown above, in step1, to apply the AF in mobile application 

rating and compare the rating outcomes with the existing method, the experiment is using for 

running an environment for building AF evaluation system, getting rating data, and answer 

RQ1.  

3.4.1 Plan and design 
Conducting an experiment is a labor-intensive task. To utilize the effort spent, it is 

important to ensure the aim of an experiment can be fulfilled through the experiment [12]. In 

the planning phase, the process and elements of the experiment are determined.   
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3.4.1.1 Scoping 

The context of an experiment can be characterized according to four dimensions: off-line 

vs. on-line, student vs. professional, toy vs. real problems, and specific vs. general [12]. To get 

the most general results, the experiment should be conducted to a great, real project and 

professional staff. However, because of the cost limitation including time and human resources, 

and the challenge of control and risk. This thesis selects conducting a small size off-line 

experiment with students in a particular context which is controlled conditions to simulate the 

real environment. The controlled factors are the time and place of using the rating methods, and 

who are the respondents.  

 ‘True’ experiment, i.e. experiment in with full randomization, are difficult to perform in 

software engineering. Software engineering experiment is often quasi-experiment, i.e. it has 

not been possible to assign participants in the experiment to groups by random [12]. It is true 

that this thesis cannot select respondents absolutely randomly and with a big size sample. So, 

from this perspective, it is a quasi-experimental. The respondents are master students in BTH 

with a software engineering education background, which increase the conclusion validity, and 

controllability, and reduces the risk of experiment conducting and the data availability. 

3.4.1.2 Variables 

A common situation in an experiment is that something existing is compared to something 

new, for example, an existing inspection method is compared to a new one [12]. Based on the 

aim of this thesis, the independent variable is the rating method. There are two treatments, 

existing method and AF. Thus, the dependent variable is the rating process and rating outcomes 

of each method. The other factors like the methods users, the tested mobile applications are the 

controlled variables as constants in this study.   

3.4.1.3 Experiment process 

As shown above, to achieve the aim of applying AF in mobile application features rating, 

obtaining the rating outcomes for comparing the two methods, the main work of this experiment 

is simulating real rating environment for rating providers using both rating methods. The whole 

process of the experiment as shows as the following figure 3.4.1.3.1. 
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Figure 3.4.1.3.1. The process of experiment 

Using AF method to build an AF evaluation system is the first step in the experiment. 

Based on the use conditions of AHP and FCEM, and the characteristics of tested apps, the AF 

evaluation system of mobile application features rating should be set up first. It is a part of 

preparing and the pre-work of questionnaire design. Because the questionnaire in this research 

is using for collecting rating data, and through the evaluation system, the necessary input data 

for calculating AF rating outcomes is clear in this step. 

The inviting and grouping are preparing of participants. Before the formal survey, an 

invitation card will be mailed to the target participants for inviting them to participate in this 

experiment. It is useful for reducing the waste of time and human resources, and the probability 

of invalid data. The invitation card is in Annex 1. Based on the reply letter and the following 

excluding conditions, the participants (rating providers) of this experiment and interview 1 are 

selected.  

Excluding audiences are those people who: 

- Haven’t used one of the tested mobile applications at least. 

- Have used the tested mobile applications but it is too earlier version. 

- The use experience is too short. 

- The use frequency is too low. 

- The operating system neither ISO nor Android. 

Confirmed participants will be divided into two experimental groups, group A (GA) and 

group B (GB). Then those two groups will use AF evaluation system and existing method to 

rate tested apps by questionnaire, as shown in figure 3.4.1.3.2.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.1.3.2. The two sets of this experiment 
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There is two sets experiment. Two equal experimental groups, GA and GB, use two 

questionnaires, QA and QB, to rate two tested apps. In this way, every experimental group rates 

each tested apps by both questionnaires. Thus, the influence of grouping and tested apps will 

be reduced. The different of QA and QB is the order of rating methods, which is using for 

reducing the influence of rating method order. After two sets experiment, the rating data of AF 

evaluation system and existing method will obtain.   

 Data process aims to verify the feedback data of questionnaire and calculate the rating 

outcomes of each rating method. To process the feedback data, there are five main steps in data 

processing. The first step is data classification. It is using for identifying the type of data. 

Selecting suitable descriptive statistics method including visualizing central tendency and 

dispersion is the second step based on the data classification. In the third step, the abnormal 

and false data will be excluded for reducing the data set to valid data set. Then calculating the 

cleaned data by AF and star rating is the fourth step. The final step is analyzing the data with 

hypothesis testing based on the giving level of significance. 

Figure 3.4.1.3.3. Data processing of experiment  

3.4.2 Experiment conducting  
Following the experiment plan, this chapter shows the details of operation process 

including setting up AF evaluation system, participants selection, questionnaire, and data 

processing. 

3.4.2.1 Building AF evaluation system 

Based on section 2.4 and 2.5, to set up the evaluation system, the I used AHP to analyze 

the influence factors (apps features), their hierarchical relationships (features structure), and 

calculate the weight of them (feature weight). Then the features weight is utilizing for FCEM 

to calculate the overall grade. The following will show the details about building AF evaluation 

system by rating designer.  

In this process, features importance data is necessary for building the evaluation system. 

Relevant studies show this data is often provided by experts, but in this thesis, it obtained by 

the rating providers through the questionnaire.  
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Applying Analytic Hierarchy Process 

AHP is utilizing for layering the features of mobile apps and calculating the weight of 

each feature. Because of the lack of time and human resource, this thesis only picks up two 

apps from instant messaging (IM) mobile applications, WeChat and Skype. So, the features’ 

structure that needs to be analyzed is only the features’ structure of IM mobile application. 

A. Selecting motivation of tested apps 

The main reasons of selecting IM is one of the most popular type apps, and almost all 

smartphone users use it frequently. The motivation of selecting those two apps as the tested 

apps are they are two famous products in IM with the huge, steady and diverse user base. These 

can ensure the participants have deep use experience of tested apps even in a small sample size, 

thus ensure the validity of data. What is more, both selected apps have different language 

versions, including Chinses and English. To diversify the tested apps, this thesis chose a product 

from China and the other from America. The basic information of the two tested apps as shown 

as following table 3.4.2.1.1. 

Table 3.4.2.1.1. The basic information of the tested apps 

 WeChat Skype 

Software Type instant messaging (IM) instant messaging (IM) 

Developed company Tencent Microsoft 

Language multi-language multi-language 

Software Licensing Free application Free application 

Support system  Android, iOS, Windows Phone, 

Symbian 

Windows Phone, Symbian, iOS, 

Android 

Number of users 927 million (2016) 663 million (2010) 

The amount of monthly active 549 million 250million 

Release time 2010.10 2011.10 (Microsoft) 

The latest version Android V6.3.25 (2016-08-25) 

iPhone V6.3.23 (2016-08-02) 

Android V5.3 (2016-07) 

iPhone V6.22 (2016-08-22) 

The version using in this paper After V6.0 for both OS After V 5.0 for both OS 

B. Abstract features structure of IM 

Following the step 1 in section 2.5, the measured target is IM mobile apps, and the 

evaluation indexes are the features of it. So, the building of AF evaluation system should start 

from dividing the hierarchy of the app's features and symbolizing them. However, there is no 

features structure of the IM apps in industrial level, but there are some related research papers 

about it. Based on two of them and combined the features information in official website of 

tested apps, the features’ structure of IM apps is abstracted. 
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Table 3.4.2.1.2. The features’ description of IM 

Features Description 

Instant messages Send notes back and forth with a friend who is online 

Chat Create a chat room with friends or co-workers 

Web links Share links to your favorite Web sites 

Video Send and view videos, and chat face to face with friends 

Images Look at an image stored on your friend's computer 

Sounds Play sounds for your friends 

Files Share files by sending them directly to your friends 

Talk Use the Internet instead of a phone to actually talk with friends 

Streaming content Real-time or near-real-time stock quotes and news 

Mobile capabilities Send instant messages from your cell phone 
*Reference [21]：How Instant Messaging Works 

IM applications usually offer many similar features for users. Friends list, contacts list, 

and messages are the most common features provided by different products. Other special 

features are included customizable background and environment, emoticons, and avatars [19]. 

Table 3.4.2.1.3. The features’ description of WeChat 

*Features’ information comes from WeChat on its official website. 

Features Description  

Voice chat Voice as a massage send to your friend (available in 60 second per time). 

Group chat Talking with your friends in the same chat. 

Moment Sharing the moments to your friends as a diary. 

Free call Voice call. 

Video call Video Call is available on WeChat versions 4.2 and later, allowing you to talk to 

your friends face to face. 

Sticker gallery Emoticons. 

Broadcast massages Sending massage for more than one friend. 

Friend radar The way to add a friend. 

Favorite messages Users can save their favorite messages in their account (available in image, 

voice, text and video.). 

Group chat QR code Inviting friends to a WeChat group chat via QR code (available in the latest 

versions of WeChat for iOS and Android). 

Chat history backup Users can back up their chat history and restore it to their new device. (Note: 

Chat History is only stored for 7 days.) 

Web WeChat Users can use PC browser as the terminal.  

Shake It is use for seeing a notice for new users. 

People nearby It is using to find people using WeChat with People Nearby enabled nearby. 

Choose one and "Send Greeting" to make friends. 

Walkie Talkie Chat with friends in a Walkie Talkie session (available in the latest versions of 

WeChat for iOS and Android). Members in the Walkie Talkie will hear you 

immediately. Only one person can talk at a time. The indicator light will turn red 

if you press the button while others are speaking, and you won't be able to talk. 
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Table 3.4.2.1.4. The features’ description of Skype 

*Features’ information comes from Skype on its official website. 

Based on the above tables, the features’ structure of IM is generalized in four categories, 

instant messages including different support format and group chat, add friends, additional 

features including sharing, translator and save, and special features. All features are marked as 

U, Ui, Uij, and Uijm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4.2.1.1. The features’ structure of IM 

C. Calculating features weight 

In section 2.5, step 2 is formation the judgment matrix. And step 3 is calculating the weight 

of each element. To achieve those two steps, the features importance value should be collected. 

It is implemented by questionnaire, and the details is in following questionnaire section. Based 

on the features importance value, the judgment (pairwise comparisons) matrix is established, 

and the features weight is obtained. The features weight as shown as following figure 3.3.2.1.2. 

 

Features Description  

Calling Call anyone else who are use Skype, or mobiles and landlines (available in 

group). 

Video Get closer with a face to face catch up (available in group). 

Messaging Send massages to others in different format. 

Sharing Share files, photos and videos of any size over Skype (available in group). 

Other features Translator. 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.2. The weight of each feature 

Applying Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method 

As shown in section 2.6, using FCEM needs establish the evaluation set (E), and fuzzy 

comprehensive evaluation matrix B𝑛 (B𝑛 = 𝑊𝑛 × A𝑛). Based on the AHP results, 𝑊𝑛 is the 

weight of each feature. A𝑛 is the rating value of each feature collected by the questionnaire. 

The rating value average of each feature is the final input data for the model. The AF evaluation 

system is built. 

3.4.2.2 Experiment Participants 

In software engineering, the technologies are mostly human intensive rather than 

automated [12]. In this experiment, the participants are real users of tested apps who as the 

rating providers, and using both AF evaluation method and existing method to rate the tested 

apps. AF evaluation system is rating the features of tested mobile apps. So, it is better that the 

participants have high-level use experience of the tested apps. In other words, if they have less 

use the experience of the tested apps, the probability of they haven’t used all features is higher, 

and their rating data may have higher possible not valid. 

To improve data quality, enhance the data collection efficiency, and reduce the 

experimental costs, this experiment uses non-probability sampling technique, convenience 

sampling to select respondents. The nearest and most convenient persons are selected [12]. 

About 40 software engineering master students will be invited to participate in this experiment. 

35 of them replied the inviting letter with a positive answer. However, in the confirmation 

process, seven of them have been filtering out. The details as shown as follows. 
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Figure 3.4.2.2.1. The process of selecting participants 

Finally, there are 28 students participating in this experiment. They were divided into two 

equal group, GA, and GB, with seven females and seven males in each group. I also consider 

the operation system’s influence in the grouping. Every group has two users of Android system, 

and other are the users of IOS. Based on the grouping, the participants of questionnaire and 

interview1 have been prepared. 

 

Figure 3.4.2.2.2.  The grouping of participants 

3.4.2.3 Questionnaire  

Questionnaire as a supporting research method in the experiment, using for collecting 

necessary input data including features importance data to build AF evaluation system, and 

rating data of each rating method to calculate the rating outcomes. There are questionnaires in 

the annex 2. 

Questionnaire structure 

The questionnaire should include two parts introduction and questions. There are two 

kinds of questions, personal questions and topic questions [24]. To collect all necessary input 

data for calculating rating outcomes, the topic questions should include two parts, AF 

evaluation system, and existing method. The first one is using for collecting the input data of 

AF, including features importance for building AF evaluation system, and rating data for 

calculating the rating outcomes of AF. And the other one is utilizing for getting the input data 

of existing method (star rating) for calculating the outcomes of it. In Annex 3, there is the 

questionnaires, QA and QB, with different questions’ order.  

Q1 to Q3 are the questions about the personal information and Q4 to Q8 are about use 
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experience of smartphone and tested apps. Q9 is the question to collect rating data of existing 

method. Q10 to Q15 are the questions for obtaining the features importance data to build the 

AF evaluation system. And Q16 is using for getting the rating data of AF evaluation method. 

In addition to the three most important parts used for data collection, the questionnaire also 

includes the necessary textual explanation to guide participants in the survey and the 

introduction of the research and the questionnaire. 

Questionnaire form 

The basic way for data collection through questionnaire together with instruction on how 

to fill it out. The participants answer the questionnaire and return it to the researchers [12]. 

However, this experiment is designed using letting participants handle the questionnaire by 

face-to-face, instead of the basic way. Because in this way, the feedback rates and the quality 

of feedback are better. What is more, not only observation in the process, there is 

communication between the participants and participant to improve the feedback quality. 

3.5 Interview  
Evaluating AF in mobile application features rating is one of the aims of this thesis. As 

shown above, the evaluating should conduct by two kinds of people, the satisfaction of rating 

providers in using AF evaluation system, and end-users in using AF rating outcomes. It is using 

for analyzing and answering RQ2 and RQ3. Thus, there are to interviews in this section 

corresponding two research questions. The following will show the common information of 

both interviews and the design and plan details of each interview.  

3.5.1 The commons in both interviews 
Although there is difference in conducting time, participants, interview questions, aim, 

and process, there is still commons in both interviews in structure, form and data processing.  

A. Structure and form of interviews 

Both interviews are semi-structured interview [24]. All questions are planned, but the 

order can be changed. Almost all questions are closed questions, a few of them are open 

questions. In order to enhance the quality of interview feedback data. The interview is 

conducting by face-to-face. 

B. Data processing of interviews 

Both interview processes will be record the session. The audio documents will be 

transferred into text to statistics and analysis. The answer of closed questions will be counted 

and analysis. The answers of open questions will be process by content analysis. 
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Figure 3.5.1 The data processing of both interviews 

According to the reference [25], the data process of qualitative data should include open 

coding, grouping, and abstraction. In the open coding step, all answers are integrated into a 

Word document. Then I read the textual data; I will find and mark the meaningful keywords 

about the answer of questions at the same time. Figure 3.5.2. As an example, to show a part of 

the open coding process.  

The second step is utilizing for classifying the outcomes of open coding into different 

classes. In this thesis, there are two level classes, the main class, and the sub-class. I use the 

bottom-up order, build sub-class at first. Based on the marked keywords in the answers, the 

sub-class are built. For example, ‘I will choose the one with higher download times. I don’t 

think the overall grade is useful because the grade is similar and the rating number has a huge 

difference.’. I create the sub-class ‘higher download times, and ‘the rating number.' The main 

class is grouped of the sub-classes with similar meaning. For example, ‘higher download time’ 

and ‘higher download’ belong to the main class’ higher download.' 

Abstraction is to formulate a general description of the research topic through generating 

categories [70]. In this step, all related keywords and sub-class will be considered.   

 
Figure 3.5.2. A part of open coding 
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3.5.2 Interview of rating providers  
To test the satisfaction of the rating providers who use AF method rating the tested apps, 

this interview will conduct after the questionnaire. Each participant will be asked the following 

questions one by one. The features list of IM apps will be provided.  

3.5.1.1 Participant of rating providers’ interview 

The participants of rating providers’ interview are the same with the experiment. Using 

non-probability sampling technique, they are 28 software engineering students in BTH with 

high level experience of tested apps. 

3.5.1.2 Question design of rating providers’ interview 

The questions are divided into two parts. The one is using for verifying the rating outcomes. 

The other one is utilizing for testing the satisfaction of using AF evaluation system to rate the 

tested apps. The following tables show the details of each type question including ID, content, 

type, and aim. There is a question list in Annex 3. 

Table 3.5.1.2.1. The interview questions of rating providers (for verifying the rating outcomes) 
ID Interview question Answer The aim of this question 

QR1 Which tested app do you prefer?  WeChat or Skype. 
The answer can verify the overall grade of 

both methods. 

QR2 Why prefer it? Open. 

The answer can help know the reason of 

Q1, and side verify the features rating 

result. 

QR3 
Please point out three favorite 

features of IM. 

The features in IM 

structure. 
The answer can verify the features weight. 

Table 3.5.1.2.2. The interview questions of rating providers (for testing the satisfaction of using AF) 
ID Interview question Answer The aim of this question 

QR4 Would you like rating mobile 

applications? 

Yes or No. The answer can help analysis the 

satisfaction of AF. 

QR5 Why or why not? Open. 

QR6 What is your general feeling of 

the star rating? 

Open. The answer can help analysis the 

satisfaction of using Star rating. 

QR7 Does it reflect your feelings 

about using the app? 

Yes or No. 

QR8 What is your general feeling of 

the AF method? 

Open. The answer can help analysis the 

satisfaction of using AF. 

QR9 Does it reflect your feelings 

about using the app? 

Yes or No. 
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3.5.3 Interview of end-users 
To test the satisfaction of using AF rating outcomes in apps selection, this interview will 

conduct after calculating the rating outcomes.  

In addition to the device used for recording, I used eight pictures to show rating outcomes 

of existing method and AF to the participants to help participants comparing the rating 

outcomes of both methods and obtaining the satisfaction of using AF rating outcomes. The 

details are in Annex 5. The pictures were divided into two groups, the rating outcomes of IOS 

and Android. According to the different operating system, I will choose different groups to 

show to the participants All rating outcomes data in the pictures comes from the experiment. 

Different method rating outcomes of different tested apps are in the different picture. In other 

words, in a picture group, there are four pictures, existing method rating outcomes of WeChat, 

existing method rating outcomes of Skype, AF rating outcomes of WeChat, AF rating outcomes 

of Skype. The pictures style follows Apple store or Google play. The presentation of AF rating 

outcomes follows the presentation of features rating outcomes in reference [2]. 

  

Figure 3.5.3.1. AF rating outcomes of WeChat 

(Apple store) 

Figure 3.5.3.2. AF rating outcomes of Skype 

(Apple store) 
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3.5.2.1 Participant of rating end-users’ interview 

The interviewees are different from the previous one. There will be 20 participants in this 

interview. All of them are randomly sampled in train station or airport. That ensures the 

diversity of respondents to a certain extent. 

3.5.2.2 Question design of rating end-users’ interview 

As shown in the following table, the first two parts focus on the personal information, and 

experience information in using smartphone and apps stores. And the last part is the questions 

about the topic. There is a question list in Annex 4. 

Table 3.5.2.2.1. The interview questions of end-users 

ID Interview question Aim of this question 

 Personal information  

QE1 How old are you? For demographic information 

analysis. QE2 Where are you come from? 

QE3 What is your highest degree of education? 

 Experience information  

QE4 Do you use smart phone?  To verify the validity of the 

interview feedback data. The 

participants should have use 

experience in smartphone and 

apps stores. 

QE5 For how long?  

QE6 For what purpose? 

QE7 Do you know what Smart phone are using, Android or iOS? 

QE8 How often do you use apple store or google play? 

QE9 For what purpose do you mainly use Apple store/Google play? 

(Download apps, evaluate apps, or update apps?) 

 Topic information  

QE10 Do you think those information is enough to choose one of mobile 

application? Why or why not? 

To test the satisfaction of using 

existing method rating outcomes 

to select apps.  

QE11 (if yes of Q10) If you face more than five similar products, do you 

think those information is enough to choose one of mobile 

application? Why or why not? 

Further testing 

QE12 Do you think the features rating outcomes can help you in 

selecting mobile applications? Why or why not? 

To test the satisfaction of using 

AF rating outcomes to select 

apps. 

QE13 Do you think this kind of rating outcomes can save your time or 

effort for choosing mobile application? 

To test the efficiency of using AF 

rating outcomes to select apps. 

QE14 In general, how useful this kind of information for you? （0 is 

useless, 3 is very useful）Why? 

To test the overall experience of 

using AF rating outcomes to 

select apps. 
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4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS  
To answer the research questions, this chapter shows and analyzes the results of research 

each method. The presented as follows. Section 4.1 and 4.2 focuses on explaining and analyzing 

the result of the experiment and answering the RQ1. Section 4.3 and 4.4 show and analyze the 

result of interview 1 and answer the RQ2. The last two sections will illustrate the result and 

analysis of in interview 2 and answer RQ3. 

4.1 Result of AF applicability testing  
I generated the features structure of IM mobile application. Based on the structure and 

features importance value from questionnaire feedback data, the features weight can be 

calculated. According to the features weight and features structure from AHP, FCEM can be 

used. And AF evaluation system can be built in mobile application features rating. Using the 

features ratings also from the questionnaire, AF rating outcomes can be calculated by following 

sections.    

As shown in section 3.3.1.3, this section is using for finding and handling the abnormal 

data and calculating the rating outcomes of both rating methods. To get the rating outcomes of 

each rating method, there are four steps to process the questionnaire feedback data as shown in 

figure 4.1.1, data classification, descriptive statistics, reducing data set, and calculating. The 

first three steps are using for identifying and handling anomaly data points. After that, 

calculating the rating outcomes by each method is the final step. Hypothesis testing will be 

described in the analysis part.  

 
Figure 4.1.1. Data processing of experiment 2 

A. Data classification 

Data classification is utilizing for classifying the data in different scale type, and selecting 

a suitable testing statistical methods. According to the different scale, the feedback data is 

divided into nominal, ordinal, and numeric data including interval and ratio.  

 

 

Data classification

• Distinguish the 
different types 
of data

Descriptive 
statistics

• Identifying the 
abnormal data

Reducing data set

• Process outliers

Calculating

• using  the 
processed data 
by AF 

Data validation Data calculation  
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Table 4.1.1. The scale type overview of feedback data 

 Nominal Ordinal Interval Ratio 

Personal information l    

Existing method rating data   l  

AF rating data   l  
* The ‘l’ means this part feedback data belongs to this kind of type. 

B. Descriptive statistics 

After collecting experimental data, descriptive statistics could be used to describe and 

graphically present interesting aspects of the data set including how concentrated or spread out 

the data set is. And it is also using for understanding the nature of data and identify the error 

data or abnormal data which have significant differences with the majority points [12]. 

As shown in Table 4.1.2., there are different methods for different types to measure the 

central tendency and dispersion. 

Table 4.1.2. Some relevant statistics for each scale [12]  
Scale type Measure of central tendency Dispersion 

Nominal Mode Frequency 

Ordinal Median, percentile and Mode Interval of variation 

Interval Mean, variance and range Standard deviation 

Ratio Geometric mean Coefficient of variation 

Following the measure methods, all test show no abnormality data. The feedback data of 

questionnaire is valid. 

C. Reducing data set 

There is no abnormality in the questionnaire feedback data. That means all the data has 

high quality. It is small probability event in the survey. But for this experiment, it can be 

explained clearly.  

Experimental design and planning have been carefully made, and all participants are 

master students who have education background in software engineering. That guarantee them 

seriously join the experiment and accurate understanding the experiment methods and intent. 

And the questions are closed questions which have a question and a set of answers. Those are 

significantly reduced the possibility of the false and erroneous data that due to improper 

implementation of the experiment. Because of there is no outlier point, this part does not need 

to discuss how to deal with them and the cause of them.  

Reducing data set is also including processing redundant data. Sometimes it is ineffective 
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to analyze if the redundancy is too large. If an attribute (for example, annual revenue) can be 

"exported" by another or another set of attributes, it will be called redundancy. Inconsistencies 

in attribute or dimension naming may result in redundancy in the resulting dataset [12]. The 

design of questionnaires considers the risk of data reducing. So, I pay more attention to the 

questions set. All questions based on the requirement of data. There are three question parts for 

different data collection, and there is overlap between the various parts. Each part has explicit 

guidance and problem description to help to answer. And in the data analysis processing, there 

is no direct correlation shown between different values. So, based on the above reasons, there 

is no reducing data in the questionnaires’ feedback, and all participants' data is valid. 

D. Calculating the rating outcomes 

In this section, the cleared data from above section as the input data for each rating method 

to calculate the rating results. As shown in Sec.2. 5, the evaluation set and matrix E has 

established. The index value (features rating) has obtained in questionnaires, and the weight of 

each feature has obtained by AHP. Then following the formula of fuzzy comprehensive 

evaluation: B𝑛 = 𝑊𝑛 × A𝑛, and the final overall grade: O =B x E. To do the hypothesis testing, 

every experimental group has been divided into two groups to calculate the overall grade by 

AF and star rating. ID 1 to 7 is the group A and B and the ID 8 to 14 is the group A’ and B’. 

So, there are eight sets overall grade. 

Table 4.1.3. The overall grade of each test application by AF and star rating 
 SR AF 

Skype A 3.5714 3.4352 

 A' 4.0000 3.5395 

 B 4.1428 3.9054 

 B' 3.7143 3.6797 

WeChat A 4.0000 4.1055 

 A' 3.8571 4.0969 

 B 4.1428 4.1055 

 B' 3.8571 4.0969 

 

4.2 Analysis of AF applicability testing 
RQ1 aims to test whether AF can be applied in mobile application features rating. In the 

perspective of rating designer, it tests whether all use conditions can be met, AF evaluation 

system can be built, and whether the app can be correct and complete evaluated by AF method. 
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4.2.1 Applicability of AF in mobile application features rating  
AF evaluation system can be built and applied in mobile application features rating. The 

features list of IM apps can be found to formulate the judgment matrix by AHP. The features 

importance can be obtained by questionnaire and used for calculating the features weight. And 

the evaluation set of FCEM can be formed. The features rating data can be got from the 

questionnaire. Based on the features weight, and features rating, the overall grade, and features 

grade of each tested apps can be obtained as the rating outcomes. According to above process 

and results, it can be said that all use conditions are met, and AF can be used in mobile 

application features rating. There is a positive answer of RQ1-1. 

4.2.2 Correctness and completeness of AF rating outcomes 
RQ1-2 aims to test the correctness and completeness of AF rating outcomes. In the 

experiment, it is possible to consider the current situation to be the baseline (control), which 

means that the baseline represents one level (or value) of the independent variable, and the new 

situation to be the evaluated one [12]. Thus, in this experiment, the rating outcomes of the 

existing method (star rating) as the baseline in this analysis. In other words, AF rating outcomes 

will compare with the existing method rating outcomes to test the correctness and completeness 

of it. And the result of QR1 can help ensure the correctness of existing method rating outcomes. 

According to section 4.2.2.4, there is no abnormal data in questionnaire feedback, all rating 

outcomes are calculated by verified data. 

To achieve the correctness test of AF rating outcomes, there is a set hypothesis.  

H10: There is no significant difference of correctness between AF and existing method. 

H11: There is a significant difference of correctness between AF and existing method. 

This set hypothesis focuses on the correctness of AF rating outcomes. For mobile 

application rating, the correctness of rating outcomes is whether it accurately reflects the users’ 

satisfaction of using tested product. If the rating outcomes of AF have significant differences 

with existing method outcomes, that means AF cannot reflect the accuracy feeling of users. 

Thus, H11 is accepted. Then AF rating outcomes are not correct. On the contrary, the H10 is 

accepted, and AF rating outcomes are correct. 

To achieve the completeness test of AF rating outcomes, I will compare the quantity, type, 

and form of the rating outcomes between AF and existing method to answer whether is AF 

rating outcomes complete. 
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4.2.2.1. Hypothesis testing of correctness 

Rating method is the only one factor in this experiment. In other words, there is only one 

independent variable. The treatment is two in this experiment, existing method, and AF method.  

For the same tested mobile application, the rating outcomes comparing should run in the 

same group with the different methods. Based on above description, and overview of testing 

methods, the test method of this hypothesis testing is Paired t-test or Wilcoxon test and Sign 

test. The difference is whether the measured data obey normal distribution.  

According to the normal distribution test, the results show that all testing data follows the 

normal distribution. And the paired t-test is selected for this hypothesis testing. Based on the 

description  in  Table  4.2.2.1.1,  the  paired  t-test  of  the  overall  grades  for  each  tested  apps  is 

conducted. 

Table 4.2.2.1.1. The paired t-test [12] 

Item  Description  Conducting  

Input  Paired  samples:  (x(,y(),  (x*,y*)  … 

(x+,y+) 

The  overall  grade  of  each  method.  The  result  of  the 

same app by the same participant as a paired sample.    

H0 µ-=0,where	d6=x6−y6 

i.e.  the  expected  mean  of  the 

differences is 0. 

If the sig. value over 0.05, the H0 is valid and the input 

data has no differences.  

Calculations  t9=
-

:; (+)
 ,  

where S-=
?(-@A-)

BC
@

+A(  

The testing result of Skype is 0.117.  

The testing result of WeChat is 0.058. 

As the following figures shown, all sig. value over 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. 

That means there is no significant difference between the rating outcomes of the two methods.  

 

Figure 4.2.2.1.1. The paired t-test of Skype overall grade 

 

Figure 4.2.2.1.2. The paired t-test of WeChat overall grade 

So, there are no significant differences between the overall grade of AF and the overall 
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grade of the existing method. Thus, the H11: There is a significant difference of correctness 

between rating outcomes in AF and existing method, is rejected. The H10: There is no 

significant difference of correctness between rating outcomes in AF and existing method, is 

accepted. And in this experiment, the overall grade of AF method is correct. 

4.2.2.2. Testing of completeness 

Using the existing method rating outcomes as a baseline, there is only an overall grade as 

rating outcomes in the existing method. For AF, there are features weight, features grade, and 

the overall grade for the tested mobile apps. From this perspective, the AF can provide more 

rating outcomes for different stakeholders. So, the result of AF rating is completeness. 

Table 4.2.2.2.1. Rating outcomes comparing in completeness 

 Based on the above test in correctness and completeness, it can be said that AF rating 

outcomes are correct and complete. There is a positive answer of RQ1-2. Because both sub-

research questions have a positive answer, thus the answer of RQ1 is positive. AF can be 

applied to rate features in a mobile application. 

4.3 Result of AF satisfaction testing 
The data processing of rating providers’ interview is followed the description section 3.4.1. 

The result is divided into three parts, demographic information data, data of QR1 to QR3, and 

data of QR4 to QR9. The result presentation is corresponding. 

4.3.1 Demographic information of rating providers’ interview 
In this interview, the gender proportion of the participants is equal. In the two experiment 

groups, the proportion is also the same equal. The age range of participants is from 1988 to 

1993. Most of them were born in 1991 and 1992.  

All participants are Chinese master students in BTH who are majoring software 

engineering. The proportion of two operation system, IOS, and Android, is equal in two 

experiment groups which are 86% of ISO and 14% of Android. All interviewees have used the 

two tested apps more than four weeks. The use frequency of WeChat keeps in more than ten 

times per week in both groups. But for Skype, the use frequency is different in different 

Rating outcomes Describe Quantity Type Form 

Existing method Overall grade One Simple mean Numerical value 

AF 

Overall grade 

Features weight 

Features grade 

Three Fuzzy operation Numerical value 
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experiment group. People in GA have higher use frequency of Skype than GB, more than half 

of them use it four to ten times per week. But in GB, only half of them achieve this use 

frequency. All groups have two people use Skype less than four times per week. But 

considering their education background and age, there are reasons to believe that the 

participants can understand features in Skype and give a valid rating for them.   

4.3.2 Result of verifying AF rating outcomes 
   As shown in the following table, there are 9 participants in GA and 11 in GB prefer WeChat 

than Skype. It is the same as the rating outcomes in the experiment; the WeChat has higher 

overall grade than Skype in both groups.   

Table 4.3.2.1. The answer of QR1.  
GA  GB 

Prefer Skype Prefer WeChat Prefer Skype Prefer WeChat 

5 9 3 11 

For the participants who prefer WeChat than Skype, the top five reasons are: 

Table 4.3.2.2. The reasons of prefer WeChat. 
The reason  The proportion 

There are many friends and family using WeChat. 16 person-times, 100% 

WeChat can communicate with others by voice message. 15 person-times, 93.75% 

WeChat has many ways to add friends. 12 person-times, 75% 

WeChat has rich emoticons package. 8 person-times, 50% 

WeChat can share the life moment and give “like” to others. 8 person-times, 50% 

For the participants who prefer Skype than WeChat, the top two reasons are: 

Table 4.3.2.3. The reasons of prefer Skype. 

The reason  The proportion 

There are many international friends and teachers using it. 10 person-times,83.33% 

Skype can communication with others by call. 8 person-times,66.67% 

The top three are the voice feature with 20 people selecting, the group feature chat with 

17 people selecting, and the chat history saving feature with 14 people selecting. This result is 

similar with the features weight calculating by AHP.  

4.3.3 Result of testing AF satisfaction  
QR 4 to QR9 are the topic questions which are focus on collecting the use satisfaction 

feedback of using AF to rate apps from rating providers. To test the satisfaction of AF applying 

in mobile application features rating, the questions pay attention to the satisfaction of both 
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existing method and AF method, and the motivation of mobile apps rating. Q5, Q6, and Q8 are 

open questions, and the answer of them will deal with following the data process above.  

Table 4.3.3.1. The result of QR4 to QR9 
ID Interview questions The statistics of answer 

QR4 Would you like rating mobile 

applications? 

All respondents are not willing to participate the mobile 

applications’ rating. 

QR5 Why or why not? The top three reason are:  

A. Waste time (27 people, 96.43%) 

B. it is confused and trouble (26 people, 92.86%) 

C. No benefit (20 people, 71.43%) 

QR6 What is your general feeling of the star 

rating? 

About 92.86 % (26 people) participates think it is simple and 

intuitive. And 23 people (82.13%) believe the star rating is 

useless, no one will mention it and really rate the apps. 

QR7 Does it reflect your feelings about using 

the app? 

About 46% (13 people) participates think it cannot reflect 

all the use feelings of the mobile application. Because it is 

rough and general evaluation.  

QR8 What is your general feeling of the AF? ALL participants think it is complex and difficult to 

understand and use, in particular, the data collection process 

of features importance value. 

QR9 Does it reflect your feelings about using 

the app? 

ALL participants think AF can reflect their use feelings of 

the tested mobile application. And About 89% (25 people) 

believe the comparing with the existing rating method, AF 

is more comprehensive and more focused. 

4.4 Analysis of AF satisfaction testing 
From the analysis of demographic information, the treatment of gender and operation 

system are fully covered. But the nationality, age, identity, and education background are 

controlled in only in China and software engineering master students. That leads to more 

convenient data collection but reduces the data diversity, and conclusion validity. That will 

deeply discuss in section 5. The participants used the existing method and AF evaluation system 

in the experiment, so their feedback of use stratification is valid. 

Based on the calculating overall grade of each method, figure 4.4.1. shows the overall 

grade distribution trend of both tested apps. As seen in the figure, no matter what kind of 

evaluation methods, most data show the participants prefer WeChat than Skype.  
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    Figure 4.4.1. The overall grade distribution trend of both tested apps 

And in table 4.3.2.1, the interview feedback data also point out the same result, and more 

participants prefer WeChat than Skype. This can prove from the side that the overall grades of 

the experiment are correct. 

The answers of this QR2 and QR3 are similar with the features rating outcomes in the 

experiment. For the features grade, excepting the influence of friends and family using, The 

WeChat has a high grade in F5 Voice, F8 Add friends, F1 Emoticons and F4 Comment. And 

the Skype got high rating grade in F6 Call. For the feature weight, voice, group, and chat history 

saving are the higher three weight in IM apps. Thus, it verified the accuracy of the features’ 

weight from the side. 

The feedback of QR4 and QR5 illustrates the motivation of mobile apps rating is low. The 

main reasons are three, the rating is confused and trouble, waste time, and no benefit. So, no 

matter which rating method will face the same problem of little motivation. And only dealing 

with the problems, and reduce those three negative influence, can rating method have better 

satisfaction from rating providers.   

It is easy to find from the feedback of QR6 and QR7, respondents believe that the existing 

evaluation methods are simple and easy to operate. But many of them think the evaluation is 

useless due to their low motivation. Nearly half of the participants believe that it cannot reflect 

the use of feelings. Because of the rating process is rough and general.  

In summary, in the perspective of rating providers, the satisfaction of existing method 

rating process is not much good. Even it simple and intuitive, but the rough evaluation leads 

bad feeling of rating outcomes including rating and selecting apps.  

The feedback of QR8 and QR9 explains the satisfaction of using AF in mobile application 

rating. All participants think the rating process is complex and challenging to understand. But 

almost all participants believe the rating outcomes can reflect their use feelings very well. The 

problem is the complex rating process which brings from the algorithm itself and the need to 

be promoted interaction design of data collection. In other words, from the prospective of rating 
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providers, the satisfaction of AF rating process is not good, but of AF rating outcomes is good. 

The RQ2 is answered with a negative result. 

4.5 Result of AF rating outcomes satisfaction testing  
The data processing of this interview is same as the data processing of rating providers’ 

interview. And the result presentation is divided into three parts, demographic information data, 

experience information data, and topic information data. 

4.5.1 Demographic information of end-users’ interview 
In this interview, there are three questions about the demographic information. That 

gender of participants is not a preset question but recorded by the researcher.  

There are 20 people as the participants in this interview which come from fourteen 

different countries. Eleven of them are EU citizenship, and the others are Non-EU citizens. 

Eleven of them are female, and the others are male. These respondents between the ages range 

of 21 to 40 years old. Nearly half of the respondents were between 21 to 25 years old. Only two 

of them over thirty-six. 

 

Figure 4.5.1.1. The nationality of participants in end-users’ interview 

The identity and education background of the interviewees are different. Most of them are 

the student, only nine people at work. As show in following figure, half of them have a 

bachelor's degree, and no one holds a Ph.D. Among the other half, there are six master's degree 

holders, the highest education of the remainders is high school graduation. However, there are 

two doctor candidates, five master candidates, and four undergraduates. 
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Figure 4.5.1.2. Education background of participants in end-users’ interview 

4.5.2 Result of data verifying 
QE 4 to QE 9 are using for collecting the data about use experience of smart phone and 

apps stores to verify the data validity.  

All interviewees are smartphone user. The range of experience year with the smartphone 

is from six to twelve year. Nine of them have more than or equal to ten. Only six of them use 

it less than or equal to eight years. They not only use the features which are provided by cell 

phone hardware such as calling, and taking pictures, but also use the services provided by the 

mobile apps such as playing games and shopping online. The following figure illustrates the 

top ten purpose for the interviewees in this interview. 

 

Figure 4.5.2.1. The top ten purpose of use smartphone 

The number of people who are using IOS system and Andrews system are approximately 

equal, respectively with nine and eleven. They use Apple store or Google play as the apps store 

to download or update mobile applications with the usage frequency ranging from an average 

of less than once a week to more than three times per week.  
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4.5.3 Result of testing AF rating outcomes satisfaction  
QE10 to QE14 are the questions focus on the topic information collection. All of them are 

composed of two questions, a closed question, and an open question. For the former, the 

answers are counted. For the latter, the answers are summarized by content analysis. 

QE10 result: There are nine people (45%) think the outcomes of existing method is 

enough to choose an app. They believe the overall grade and the download times can help them 

differ the candidate apps and choose one them. The others (11 people, 55%) think the outcomes 

of existing method is not enough.  

Table 4.5.3.1. The result of QE10 
The reasons  The number of people 
They will ask the suggestion from friends and families. 2 (18.18%) 
They don’t believe that information. And they want to download the 
apps to try it first.  

4 (36.36%) 

They need more information to compare the apps. 5 (45.45%) 

QE11 result: If the answer of QE10 is yes, then QE11 will be asked. As shown above, 

there are 9 (45%) interviewees are asked this question. Four of them (44%) said if facing more 

than five similar products, they cannot choose apps only through the existing method rating 

outcomes. Because they cannot compare the apps, and determine which one is better. All of 

them think they need more information to help selection. The others (5 people, 55.56%) still 

believe if the overall grade and download times are different between the five apps, they can 

choose the app with the highest grade or the most download. 

QE11 result: Almost all participants (19 people, 95%) claim the features rating outcomes 

is useful for them to select a mobile application. Eleven person-time think it provides more 

information as a reference to compare the apps and help them choose a better one. Six people 

believe they can use the features rating outcomes selecting the app with a higher grade in the 

features which are they prefer. One person mentions the number of ratings is equal thus the 

rating outcomes is comparable. In this positive feedback, the participants also raised some 

shortcomings of the features rating outcomes. Four people point the description of the features 

is unclear, and some explanation is very confusing. A person questioned whether were all 

features listed. Although these people think that this information is useful, one of them still 

believe that he or she need a proposal from friends and relatives, an interviewee still needs to 

download and try, a person doesn’t believe in the evaluation, and one participant thinks this 

information is not necessary. Only one interviewee feel the features rating outcomes is not 
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helpful for selecting apps, and still believe asking friends is more useful. 

QE13 result: There are nine participants (45%) think the AF rating outcomes can help 

them save time in selecting apps. Three of them claim the features grades can provide enough 

information about the apps, and they can choose one of them without download and trying. The 

other six interviewees feel the information is useful for comparing apps. So, it can save time.  

There are eleven don’t think this information can save time. Nine people think, to compare 

the products, there is too much information to read and remember. And the other reason is the 

confused vocabularies and concepts without any explanation. That also need much time to read 

and understand it. Five people support this view. 

QE14 result: There are three people think the features grade is useless in mobile 

application selection. One of them doesn’t care any ratings in the apps store. The others believe 

download times and friends recommend is enough. Seventeen people think it is useful because 

it gives more products information for comparing and selecting. Ten of them think the poor 

readability is the reason tends they don’t want to give a higher grade. 

4.6 Analysis of AF rating outcomes satisfaction testing 
The participants of this interview show a diversified distribution of gender, age, nationality, 

identity and educational level. According to the statistics and analysis of QE 4 to QE 9, it can 

be said that the interview feedback data is valid data. Because all interviewees are long time 

user of the smartphone. They use the function not only cellphone hardware but also mobile 

applications. They also use the apps stores to download the apps. Thus, they have deeply 

experience to select products in the apps store. So, their feedback of this interview is valid. 

QE10 and QE11 are the satisfaction testing of the existing method. Based on the overall 

grade and download times, nearly half of people believe that the rating outcomes of existing 

methods can help select apps. But when the candidate apps are more than five, four of them 

think they cannot make choosing. And they need more information to compare the apps. But it 

is worth noting that the five interviewees who still think the existing method rating outcomes 

is enough to help select an app are the users of Android and Google play. The Google play 

provides download times in the app's introduction and download page. But in the Apple store, 

there is only overall grade.  

In addition to the shortcomings of the current reference information, there are six people 

think the rating outcomes are untrusted, and they prefer to ask the suggestion from their friends 

and families. There is the lack of trust which brings from the vague and general evaluation 
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methods, and the less evaluation motivation. 

In summary, the outcomes of the existing method are useful when the end-users are facing 

a small number of products. But the more chosen products, the less useful of it. What is more, 

the vague and general rating process, and less rating motivation make small trust degree of 

rating outcomes. As shown in the data process of QE12, almost all people think the AF rating 

outcomes is useful. It provides more information to compare apps. They can pay more attention 

to comparing the features grade they prefer.  

Comparing with the feedback of QE10, there is reducing of people who don’t believe the 

rating outcomes, or insist on more trust in the advice of friends and relatives. The AF rating 

outcomes make more reliability and usefulness in mobile application selecting. But the 

presentation is a big problem. In QE12, QE13, and QE14, many interviewees point there is too 

many information to read and remember, and the vocabularies and concepts are confused. That 

reduce the time saved, and leads the poor readability and satisfaction of using AF rating 

outcomes to select apps.   

In summary, from the perspective of end-users, the AF rating outcomes is useful in mobile 

application selecting. It provides more features’ information to compare apps. Users can use it, 

to some extent, save the selection time. But the description and presentation of AF rating 

outcomes need to enhance. It may improve the higher satisfaction of AF rating outcomes in 

mobile application selecting. So, there is a positive answer of RQ3. 

Combining the above analysis, AF can be applied in mobile application features rating. 

All use conditions can be met, and the evaluation system can be built. Through the AF 

evaluation system, rating providers can rate real mobile applications. Even the AF rating 

process has better comprehensive and authentic in the evaluation. But the complicated rating 

process leads bad satisfaction of rating providers.  

Comparing with the existing method rating outcomes, AF evaluation system can obtain 

correct and complete rating outcomes which can provide more features information to end-

users as the reference for them to select apps. It can save their time and energy in apps 

comparing and selection. The better presentation, the more useful. 
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5. DISCUSSION  
This section describes the validity threat, discussion of research result, and the suggestion 

for the future works. 

5.1 Validity evaluation 
This section will show the analysis of validity. Based on the classification schemes from 

Cook and Campbell study [22], there are four levels of validity threats to consider in this thesis, 

conclusion validity, internal validity, construct validity and external validity. 

5.1.1 Conclusion validity 
Threats to the conclusion validity are concerned with issues that affect the ability to draw 

the correct conclusion about relations between the treatment and the outcome of a research [12]. 

The realization of this thesis goal depends on the resulting validity. The major threat to 

conclusion validity is the quality of the data collection and statistics. As shown in the following 

table, there is a list of conclusion validity. Using it as a checklist for analyzing the conclusion 

threat. 

Table 5.1.1.1. The analysis of conclusion threat 

Conclusion validity The analysis of conclusion threat in this research 

Reliability of measures  The inhuman factors which will lead this threat are controlled, such as detailed 

explanation for the participants in questionnaire and interview, normal working 

voice recording machine, and data process soft wares. But the human factors cannot 

be avoided. There are two tested mobile apps in this experiment and two 

experimental groups. The use of both methods will be running two times. The 

outcome shall be the same. Otherwise, the outcomes will be discussed and the 

experiment will replay. Moreover, all the rating outcomes will be used to process 

and analyze by objective measures. Thus, reduce the threat of reliability of 

measures. 

Low statistical power The low power of statistical test is the less ability to reveal the true pattern in the 

data. In this thesis, the size of processed data is not big. The analysis method is 

selecting by analyzing the use conditions. They are statistics analysis and content 

analysis. The data collection and analysis conducting with the Excel and SPSS. All 

of them can ensure the statistical process scientific and rigorous, and enhance the 

statistical power of this thesis.  

Violated assumption of 

statistical tests 

There is one factor, two treatment in this experiment. Before the hypothesis testing, 

the test of normality was done to ensure the distribution of tested data, and reduce 

the threat of violated assumptions of statistical tests. What is more, this thesis using 

the common statistics methods with clear assumption test, thus also can help reduce 

this threat.  

Fishing and the error rate The researchers in this thesis is the author. I don’t have expected results in my mind. 

So, there is no searching or ‘fishing’ for a specific conclusion. The analysis part 
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only has one target to do the significance testing, thus it is no error rate of the 

multiple analyses. 

Reliability of treatment 

implementation 

To reduce the threat of reliability of treatment implementation, the research should 

be as standard as possible over different subjects and occasions [12]. But based on 

the limited in time and human resources, this thesis only test one mobile application 

type, and the sample size of both experiment and survey are not big enough. 

However, within the time and manpower allowed, I try to cover more different 

subjects and participant to reduce this threat. There are two tested apps, twenty-

eight participants of experiment and interview 1, twenty participants in interview 2, 

and two questionnaires with different rating method order. In the future work, the 

more different tested subjects and participant should be included.  

Random irrelevancies in 

experimental setting 

This kind of threat cannot be predicted and avoided. However, there is no evidence 

that this kind of threat factors have a significant impact on this research conclusions. 

Random heterogeneity of 

subjects  

In this experiment, there is the same personnel composition structure in nationality, 

age, gender, academic background, and the operating system of mobile phone. That 

reduces the risk which variations due to individual differences is larger than due to 

the treatment, but the using more homogeneous experimental groups will on the 

other hand affect the external validity. 

5.1.2 Internal validity 
The internal validity concerns matter that may affect the independent variable with respect 

to causality, without the researchers’ knowledge [12]. Because there are two groups in this 

experiment, so the main threats of this study are the interactions with selection and the social 

threats. As shown in the following table, there is a list of internal validities in the interactions 

with selection and the social threats. Using it as a checklist for analysis the conclusion threat. 

Table 5.1.2.1. The analysis of internal threat 

Internal validity The analysis of internal threat in this research 

Interactions with selection The different groups will have different maturation interaction. But, in the 

experiment, the rigorous and clear limited of participants, such as age, gender, 

nationally, education background and so on, can ensure they have the same internal 

conditions. Thus, this threat can reduce a certain extent. But, on the other hand, it 

affects the conclusion validity. In this small sample size research, I cannot consider 

both of them in the same time. In fact, the participants of experiment and interview 

1 are rigorous and clear limited to avoid the thread of internal validity, because I 

need high-quality input data and rating motivation to conducting research. And the 

participants of interview two are randomly selected which enhance the concluding 

validity to a certain extent. 

Diffusing or imitation of 

treatments 

The experiment of control group and experimental group are conducted separately. 

That reduce this threat. 

Compensatory 

equalization of treatments 

There are two treatments (two rating methods), existing method and AF method in 

this experiment. Control group also have treatment, thus, the threat of compensatory 

equalization of treatment are reduced in this thesis.   
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Compensatory rivalry There are no specific results is expected in advance. And the objective of this thesis 

is to apply the evaluate AF in mobile application features rating, not to select a best 

rating method. So, there is no threat in compensatory rivalry.     

Resentful demoralization There is no threat in compensatory demoralization. The reason is the same as above 

threat. 

5.1.3 Construct validity 
The construct focuses on the ability generalization the experimental results to the concept 

and theory behind the experiment [12]. The construct validity is facing two kinds of threat.  

The one is about the design threat. This thesis has sufficiently defined of experiment and 

interviews, before conducting. That reduce the threat of inadequate proportional explication of 

constructs.   

And the threat of mono-operation bias and mono-method bias [12] are considered in the 

design of this experiment. Using a single type of measures or observations might lead to a 

mistake result. However, there are two rating methods as the treatment, two tested mobile apps 

as the cases, two groups as objectives, and two measures methods, statistical analysis for 

feedback data from the questionnaire and content analysis for feedback data from interviews. 

All of them can do the cross-check and compare, and help reduce those kinds of threat. 

The same rating providers will use both rating method to rate the tested apps. There are 

two treatments, existing method and AF method. It cannot be avoided that the threat of 

interaction of different treatment and restricted generalizability across constructs. There are two 

questionnaires with different methods order can just reduce this threat to some extent.  

And the construct validity of social threat, the hypothesis guessing can reduce by no 

expected results have been proposed. However, the threat of evaluation apprehension and 

experimenter expectancies cannot be avoided and reduced in this kind of small sample size 

research.  

The biggest threat that affects the universality of the experimental results is the limitation 

of participants, all of them are Chinese students in software engineering, and thus they have the 

same nationality and education background, and similar age. Based on the requirement of 

features rating, they also have using experience in tested mobile applications. But in the real 

world, the rating providers cannot meet all restrictions. So, the result of this thesis is established 

under the conditions of the participants. And it needs further work to test the result in a more 

pervasive environment. 

It is said, the main risk of this thesis is the experiment participants selecting. The 

experiment is conducted by them, and the conducting situation is using to answer the RQ1. 
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What is more, the analysis of RQ2 is based on the interview feedback from the same 

participants. Thus, the participants selecting direct influence this thesis conclusion. 

To deal with this threat, there is a full analysis of the causes and solution. All experiment 

will face the risk of participants. It cannot avoid. The most direct way to reduce the risk is 

expanding the sample size. However, the time and human resources are limited. To reduce the 

threat, the thesis using the blocking and balancing to select the experiment participants. 

First of all, the attributes of people which may influence the thesis result are analyzed. It 

is divided into two sides. The one is personal information including name, age, gender, 

nationality, and education background. The other one is experiencing information including 

operation system, use history, and frequency of tested mobile application. 

Sometimes there is a factor that probably has an effect on the response, but that is not 

interested in that effect [12]. Blocking as a design technique called can use in this situation. It 

is utilized to systematically eliminate the undesired effect in the comparison among the 

treatments. Within one block, the undesired effect is the same, and we can study the effect of 

the treatments on that block. 

Nationality and education background have the effect on the rating result, but that is not 

the topic of this thesis. So, I blocked it in the same value, and balancing each treatment has an 

equal number of subjects to balance the design. So, some attributes are controlled such as age, 

name, nationality, education background, use history, and use frequency. And the others are full 

covered like Operation system and gender.  

The result validity of this thesis has limitation. In other words, this result is validity in this 

experiment environment. It cannot be directly universalized. All the controlling attributes are 

the expanding perspectives for future work to general the experiment result. 

5.1.4 External validity 
The external validity concerns the universal applicability of generalization the experiment 

result to another environment [12]. There are three types of interactions with the treatment: 

people, place and time [12].  

This experiment is an academic research in laboratory level with limited in respondents 

and tested mobile applications. The result in the limitation range is validity. But when the 

environment is extending to the real world, the participants are coming from the completely 

random users, and the tested mobile application type is not only the IM, the validity of the result 

should be discussed. So, there is the threat of interaction of selection and treatment and the 
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threat of interaction of setting and treatment. 

Adequate validity refers to that the results should be valid for the population of interest. 

First of all, the results should be valid for the population from which the sample is drawn. 

Secondly, it may be of interest to generalize the results to a broader population. The results are 

said to have adequate validity if they are valid for the population to which we would like to 

generalize. 

It can be concluded that there are threats to the conclusion, internal, construct and external 

validity. But, that is similar to the original studies thus if the result of this thesis is not drawn 

outside the limitations of those threats, the result is valid [12]. 

5.2 Discuss the findings of study  
In this section, I will discuss the research result of each research question to analysis the 

reasons and problems behind the answers, and compare my results with the related studies that 

I have cited in section 2. 

5.2.1 Discussion of AF applicability in mobile application features 
rating 

RQ1 aims to test the applicability in mobile application features rating. And it is the 

research question in rating designers’ perspective. Although the answer to this research question 

is positive, there are many prerequisites. 

Evaluation factors’ structure 

As shown in reference [6], [7], [8] and [9], to build the AF evaluation system, the tested 

subjects are required to have a recognized, bright, stable evaluation factors’ structure. In those 

papers, it is the ISO 9126, and in this paper, it features list of IM apps. The structure is the key 

and basic of using AHP.  

In fact, there is no industry standardization in mobile application features. But for IM 

mobile apps, there are some research papers (reference [19], [20] and [21]) and the official 

website of the tested apps supporting AHP to abstract the evaluation factors (features). However, 

in real life, not all kinds of mobile application have it. What is more, even if there are some 

related papers support the AHP analysis and refinement a features structure for a variety of apps, 

but whether this features structure is recognized as a problem to be solved. However, If the 

tested mobile apps cannot provide a recognized, bright, stable structure, the AF evaluation 

system cannot be built, AF cannot rate it, or the rating outcomes without high credibility. Thus, 

the positive answer is validity in this thesis. In other words, AF can apply in instant messaging 
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mobile application features rating. The answer needs to be discussed if the experiment extends 

in different types of mobile application. And one of the prerequisites for the AF evaluation 

system to be industrialized is that the objects can be abstracted a standard evaluation factors.  

That may be the reason why the related studies (reference [6], [7], [8] and [9]) always 

using ISO as the evaluation factors to build the rating system. However, almost all users cannot 

understand the IOS content and don’t care about it. So, the future work may mention in this 

area, features abstraction and standardization of mobile applications. 

The features importance value 

In addition to the analysis of the evaluation factors, another function of AHP is to calculate 

their weigh based on the importance value. In this thesis, the features importance value comes 

from all rating providers by the questionnaire. But many of them point out this process is too 

complex and difficult. And that is the main reason of bad use experience of AF in mobile 

application features rating. Moreover, the high quality of the importance value is necessary. 

Through the experiment, I found it directly affects the weight, and indirectly affect the rating 

outcomes. And if there is wrong data, the discovery and processing costs are high. 

In some related researches (reference [6], [7], [8] and [9]), the importance value obtains 

from experts. This reduces the and user workload, but also can improve the quality of data, 

reduce the probability of error data. Considering a certain amount of end-user engagement, the 

future work may try to use the combining of experts and part of users to collect the importance 

value. This way can reduce the complexity rating process, and increase the scientific of the AF 

evaluation system, and reduce the risk of error data to reduce the cost of data collection. 

Use experience  

FCEM is utilizing for calculating the overall grade, based on the feature ratings obtaining 

from the questionnaire. In this thesis, the tested apps belong to IM which are the famous 

products in the world. And the rating provides are selected with long and deep use experience 

of the tested apps. But in the real world, users may not apply to all features. AF evaluation 

system on the case which users may not use some features did not give options. In the future 

work, the improvement in this area should be paid attention. 

Rating providers  

The selected participants of the experiment which have a high education of software 

engineering that ensure the high quality of input data and evaluation motivation. However, it 

cannot be met in the real world. Thus, the validity of positive applicability of AF in mobile 

application feature rating is just in this thesis. The future work should expend the type of rating 
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providers to further verify the validity of the results. 

 Time costs 

The same as the reference [6], [7], [8] and [9], I got correct and complete rating outcomes 

of AF, but the time cost is big. AHP has consistency check to ensure there is no logic error of 

result. But the cost of testing checking and returning is high. However, as shown above, it can 

be reduced though collecting the features importance value data from experts and part of users. 

In the analysis section, the analysis of completeness is comparing the outcomes of AF and 

existing method. However, the rating efficiency didn’t mention in this thesis. In the future work, 

the researchers can focus on the quantitative analysis of complete analysis of AF rating 

outcomes, and rating efficiency of AF evaluation system. 

5.2.2 Discussion of the satisfaction in using AF method  
The answer to research question 2 is negative. The reason is focused on two points, the 

complexity rating process and low rating motivation. 

The complexity of AF method  

For the rating providers, the satisfaction of using AF in mobile application features rating 

is not good. The negative feedback focus on the complex and lengthy rating process. But as 

shown above, the satisfaction can be enhanced by reducing the data collection of the features 

importance value from every user. Moreover, improving the interaction design may also 

increase the readability is also can enhance the satisfaction of rating providers in using AF in 

mobile application features rating. 

The rating motivation 

The low evaluation motivation is not only the problem in AF rating method; it is a problem 

of all evaluation based on user feedback. The optimization of evaluation methods and process 

just to a certain degree enhance the motivation, but cannot solve this problem. It is an important 

research topic in future work. 

Although the satisfaction of using AF method is not good, the advantages cannot be 

ignored. The rating providers in this thesis believe AF method is more comprehensive and more 

focused than the existing method. 

5.2.3 Discussion of the satisfaction in using AF rating outcomes 
As shown in reference [2], features rating outcomes is helpful for end-users selecting 

products. The AF rating outcomes are useful, but the participants in this interview point out if 

the better presentation of the rating outcome, it will be more useful. In other words, the 
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usefulness of the rating outcomes depends to some extent on its presentation. So, the future 

work in this part is improving the readability by enhancing interaction design and information 

visualization. 

5.3 Future work 
In summary, the future work of this research is conducting the quantitative testing of rating 

efficiency and completeness. And expanding the type of rating providers to further verify the 

validity of the results. 

What is more, for the researches of AF method, the future work should focus on the 

features abstraction and standardization of mobile applications, improvement of rating 

outcomes presentation, considering the use experience lack of all features, and to reduce the 

workload of rating providers. 

Moreover, there is future work of mobile application evaluation, how to improve the 

motivation of rating, and how to deal with the influence of significant difference of the number 

of ratings are also the suggest of future work. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
This chapter shows the summary of each research question and the conclusion and 

contribution of this thesis. 

6.1 Answer of research questions 
The aim of this thesis is to apply and evaluate the AF in mobile application features rating. 

Through the experiment, questionnaire, and interviews, the aim and objectives are achieved, 

and the three research questions are answered.   

RQ1:  From the perspective of rating designer, this research question has two sub-

questions to evaluate whether AF can be applied in mobile application features rating. In this 

research, both sub-questions have a positive answer. Thus, the RQ1 has a positive answer, 

which AF can be applied to rate features in the mobile application. The use conditions of AF 

can be met; the AF evaluation system can be built, and the necessary input data can be collected. 

But due to the threat of validity, especially the validity threat of tested apps, the answer is valid 

in this experiment. And the answer need be discussed in the process of generalization. The AF 

rating outcomes are evaluated by comparing with existing method rating outcomes. The tastings 

prove that AF rating outcomes are correct and complete. However, the sample size is small with 

relatively single type rating providers who lead the validity threat. So, in this thesis, the AF 

rating outcomes are proved correct and complete. But the answer need be discussed if facing 

various rating providers.  

RQ2:  Rating providers think using AF to evaluate mobile application is complex and 

difficult. But the evaluation is more comprehensive and more focused. Considering the rating 

process complexity can be reduced, the AF method has value for continuing research in mobile 

application features rating. 

RQ3:  From the perspective of end-users, AF rating outcomes is useful and helped in 

mobile application selecting. And the better information presentation of the rating outcomes, 

the more useful of selecting and saving time. 

This thesis applies and evaluates AF rating method in mobile application features rating. 

It shows that in this research, AF can be used in this area. Comparing with the rating outcomes 

of existing method, the rating outcomes of AF is correct and complete. The satisfaction of rating 

outcomes is good, but of rating process is not. However, integrated considering all prerequisites, 

although AF can provide a new evaluation method for mobile application, but there doesn’t 

imply evidence that AF can replace existing method (star ratings). The main reasons are the 
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strict use conditions, algorithm complex, less evaluation motivation of users, and poor 

information visualization. AF is not good regarding data collection for rating mobile 

applications, but it does not mean that AF is not good in total. There are the obvious advantages 

such as more outcomes which providing more reference value for different stakeholders, more 

detailed rating focusing on the user concerned features and reducing the negative impact of 

subjectivity through calculating the features weight by AHP.  

6.2 Contribution  
This thesis applies a AF in a new angle for software quality evaluation. The research result 

can be used for the study about AF application in software evaluation or software metrics. In 

the analysis and discussion part, this study shows the more stringent preconditions of AF 

applying, if there are some relevant studies want to use AF in evaluation, and it will be paid 

more attention. Furthermore, this research result is also useful for the study about mobile 

applications’ rating and user feedback research, as show above, even the AF has some short 

board, but it still has the potential for improvement of data collection and motivational 

motivation. 
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ANNEX 

ANNEX 1 Invitation letter 
Dear        , 

 

Thank you for reading this letter. My name is FU YU. I am a master student of software 

engineering in BTH Sweden. My thesis aims to apply and evaluate a rating method (AF) of 

mobile applications. The experiment and interview are very important parts of this research. I 

sincerely invite you to participate in this test. 

There are a few questions which help me confirm whether you are suitable for this 

experiment and interview. If there is a question with ‘NO’ as the answer, you can directly finish 

it and thank you for your help. 

 

1. Could you mind participate a survey including two questionnaires and one interview? It is 

about 20 minutes and conducted in 25th -30TH AUG. from 10:00 to 16:00, in BTH.   

2. Have you used WeChat in a smart phone? 

3. Have you used Skype in a smart phone? 

4. Is it longer than two weeks that you use the WeChat? 

5. Is it longer than two weeks that you use the Skype? 

6. Is it more than twice per week that you use the WeChat? 

7. Is it more than twice per week that you use the Skype? 

 

If all the answer is positive. Pleases reply the letter within your name, mobile phone 

number and two acceptable periods of the survey. 

Thank you for your help! Look forward to your reply! 

FU YU 
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ANNEX 2 Questionnaire 
Questionnaire (A) 

Thank you very much for joining the survey. This questionnaire just for academic studying. 

Please answer by the real situation. All your information will be safe keeping. There are three 

parts in the questionnaire. The first one is about your information. The next two parts are the 

rating data collection of two rating methods. Please read the explanation and follow it.     

Part 1 Personal information 

All information will be safekeeping. 

Q1 Your name:  

Q2 Your gender: A. Female   B. Male 

Q3 Your E-mail address:  

Q4 Do you use a smart phone? A. Yes      B. No 

Q5 What is your operating system? A. IOS      B. Android 

Q6 Have you used Skype in smart phone? A. Yes      B. No 

Q7 How long have you use Skype?  A. Less than 2 weeks 

B. 2-4 weeks 

C. More than 4 weeks 

Q8 How often do you use Skype? A. Less than 4 times per week 

B. 4-10 times per week 

C. More than 10 time per week 

Part 2 Star rating 

Please rate Skype depending on your overall use satisfaction. 

Q9 You are required to value Skype with a star 

from 1 ~ 5. 

 

A. 1 - Sufficient  

B. 2 - Satisfactory  

C. 3 –General 

D. 4 - Good  

E. 5 - Excellent 

Part 3 New rating method （AHP + FCEM） 

There are two sections in this part. The first one is using for collecting the features importance value 

to calculate the features weight. And the next one is utilizing for collecting the satisfaction of Skype 

features to calculate the overall grade.   
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Section 1 Comparing each two features importance 

Using the general evaluation scale interpretation, please give an importance value for comparing 

each two features. 

The general evaluation scale interpretation 

Judgment Scale Definition 

1 A and B are equally important 

3 A is slightly more important than B 

5 A is more important than B 

7 A is much more important than B 

9 A is definitely more important than B 

2、4、6、8 Interposed between the two adjacent Judgment scales  

Reciprocal Assuming the important of A to B is λ, and the important of B to A is 1 / λ 

Q10: There are the main features in IM. Comparing each two features with the general evaluation 

scale. Please give the importance value of A to F. (A=additional features/instant messages) 

 Instant messages Add friends Additional features  Special features 

Instant messages 1    

Add friends A 1   

Additional features B D 1  

Special features C E F 1 

Q11: Different format and group chat are the sub-features in instant messages. Please comparing 

them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. (Group chat/different format) 

 Different format Group chat 

Different format 1  

Group chat A 1 

Q12: There are six sub-features in different format. Please comparing each two of them with the 

general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A to O. (A=files/emoticons) 

 Emoticons Files Video Images Voice Call 

Emoticons 1      

Files A 1     

Video B F 1    
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Images C G J 1   

Voice D H K M 1  

Call E I L N O 1 

Q13: Sharing, save and translator are the sub-features in additional features. Please comparing each 

two of them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A to C. (A= Translator 

/sharing) 

 Sharing Translator Save 

Sharing 1   

Translator A 1  

Save B C 1 

Q14: In features sharing, there are two sub-features. Sharing moment is using for sharing your life 

with your friends and comment is using for giving your review and "like" for your friend’s' sharing. 

Please comparing them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. 

(A=comment/sharing moment)  

 Sharing moment Sharing moment 

Sharing moment 1  

Comment A 1 

Q15: In features save, there are two sub-features, saving your favorite messages and saving chat 

history. Please comparing them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. 

(A= Chat history/favorite)  

 Favorite Chat history 

Favorite 1  

Chat history A 1 

Section 2 Rating Skype 

This section is using for rating the Skype features. 

Q16: You are required to value each feature with a number from 1 ~ 5 to evaluate the 

performance of Skype.  1 – Sufficient, 2 – Satisfactory, 3 –General, 4 - Good, 5 - Excellent 

Features  Sub-features Secondary features Value 

Instant messages Different format 
Emoticons  

Files  
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Video  

Images  

Voice  

Call  

Group chat Null  

Add friends Null Null  

Additional 

features 

Sharing Sharing moment  

 Comment  

Translator Null  

Save Favorite  

  Chat history  

Special features Null Null  

Thank you very much for your participation!  
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Questionnaire (B) 
Thank you very much for joining the survey. This questionnaire just for academic studying. 

Please answer by the real situation. All your information will be safe keeping. There are three 

parts in the questionnaire. The first one is about your information. The next two parts are the 

rating data collection of two rating methods. Please read the explanation and follow it.    

Part 1 Personal information 

All information will be safekeeping. 

Q1 Your name:  

Q2 Your gender: A. Female   B. Male 

Q3 Your E-mail address:  

Q4 Do you use a smart phone? A. Yes      B. No 

Q5 What is your operating system? A. IOS      B. Android 

Q6 Have you used WeChat in smart phone? A. Yes      B. No 

Q7 How long have you use WeChat?  D. Less than 2 weeks 

E. 2-4 weeks 

F. More than 4 weeks 

Q8 How often do you use WeChat? D. Less than 4 times per week 

E. 4-10 times per week 

F. More than 10 time per week 

Part 2 New rating method （AHP + FCEM） 

There are two sections in this part. The first one is using for collecting the features importance value 

to calculate the features weight. And the next one is utilizing for collecting the satisfaction of WeChat 

features to calculate the overall grade.   

Section 1 Comparing each two features importance 

Using the general evaluation scale interpretation, please give an importance value for comparing 

each two features. 

The general evaluation scale interpretation 

Judgment Scale Definition 

1 A and B are equally important 

3 A is slightly more important than B 

5 A is more important than B 
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7 A is much more important than B 

9 A is definitely more important than B 

2、4、6、8 Interposed between the two adjacent Judgment scales  

Reciprocal Assuming the important of A to B is λ, and the important of B to A is 1 / λ 

Q10: There are the main features in IM. Comparing each two features with the general evaluation 

scale. Please give the importance value of A to F. (A=additional features/instant messages) 

 Instant messages Add friends Additional features  Special features 

Instant messages 1    

Add friends A 1   

Additional features B D 1  

Special features C E F 1 

Q11: Different format and group chat are the sub-features in instant messages. Please comparing 

them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. (Group chat/different format) 

 Different format Group chat 

Different format 1  

Group chat A 1 

Q12: There are six sub-features in different format. Please comparing each two of them with the 

general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A to O. (A=files/emoticons) 

 Emoticons Files Video Images Voice Call 

Emoticons 1      

Files A 1     

Video B F 1    

Images C G J 1   

Voice D H K M 1  

Call E I L N O 1 

Q13: Sharing, save and translator are the sub-features in additional features. Please comparing each 

two of them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A to C. (A= Translator 

/sharing) 

 Sharing Translator Save 
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Sharing 1   

Translator A 1  

Save B C 1 

Q14: In features sharing, there are two sub-features. Sharing moment is using for sharing your life 

with your friends and comment is using for giving your review and "like" for your friend’s' sharing. 

Please comparing them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. 

(A=comment/sharing moment)  

 Sharing moment Sharing moment 

Sharing moment 1  

Comment A 1 

Q15: In features save, there are two sub-features, saving your favorite messages and saving chat 

history. Please comparing them with the general evaluation scale and give the importance value of A. 

(A= Chat history/favorite)  

 Favorite Chat history 

Favorite 1  

Chat history A 1 

Section 2 Rating WeChat 

This section is using for rating the WeChat features. 

Q16: You are required to value each feature with a number from 1 ~ 5 to evaluate the 

performance of WeChat.  1 – Sufficient, 2 – Satisfactory, 3 –General, 4 - Good, 5 - Excellent 

Features  Sub-features Secondary features Value 

Instant messages 
Different format 

Emoticons  

Files  

Video  

Images  

Voice  

Call  

Group chat Null  

Add friends Null Null  

Additional Sharing Sharing moment  
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features  Comment  

Translator Null  

Save Favorite  

  Chat history  

Special features Null Null  

Part 3 Star rating 

Please rate WeChat depending on your overall use satisfaction. 

Q9 You are required to value WeChat with a 

star from 1 ~ 5. 

 

F. 1 - Sufficient  

G. 2 - Satisfactory  

H. 3 –General 

I. 4 - Good  

J. 5 - Excellent 

Thank you very much for your participation! 
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ANNEX 3 Interview questions of rating providers 
QR1. Which tested app do you prefer? 

QR2. Why prefer it? 

QR3. Please point out three favorite features in IM. 

QR4. Would you like rating mobile applications? 

QR5. Why or why not? 

QR6. What is your general feeling of the existing method? 

QR7. Does it reflect your feelings about using the app? 

QR8. What is your general feeling of the AF? 

QR9. Does it reflect your feelings about using the app? 

 
 

ANNEX 4 Interview questions of end users 
QE1. How old are you? 

QE2. Where are you from? 

QE3. What is your highest degree of education? 

QE4. Do you use smart phone?  

QE5. For how long?  

QE6. For what purpose? 

QE7. Do you know what Smart phone are using, Android or iOS? 

QE8. How often do you use apple store or google play?  

QE9. For what purpose do you mainly use Apple store/Google play?  

QE10. Do you think those information is enough to choose one of mobile application? Why or why not? 

QE11. If you face more than five similar products, do you think those information is enough to choose 

one of mobile application? Why or why not? 

QE12. Do you think this features rating can help you in selecting mobile applications? Why or why not? 

QE13. Do you think this kind of rating outcomes can save your time or effort for choosing mobile 

application? 

QE14. In general, how useful this kind of information for you? Why? 
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ANNEX 5 EXAMPLE PICTURES OF END-USERS’INTERVIEW 
  

  
AF rating outcomes of WeChat (Apple store) AF rating outcomes of Skype (Apple store) 

  

AF rating outcomes of WeChat (Google play) AF rating outcomes of Skype (Google play) 
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SR rating outcomes of WeChat (Apple store) SR rating outcomes of Skype (Apple store) 

  

SR rating outcomes of WeChat (Google play) SR rating outcomes of Skype (Google play) 

 


